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Abstract
The design and analysis of two defected ground structures (DGS)-based filters
have been proposed in this article. The first is a multifrequency bandstop filter
(BSF) which utilizes a semi-H defect in the ground plane. This structure is then
prototyped on a Rogers 4350B substrate of overall size 45 mm × 15 mm with
an external SMD capacitors employed to control the resonance of the circuit for
the stopband frequencies of 433, 700, and 915 MHz. An equivalent 𝜋-circuit is
modified to validate this multiband filter. The second filter is a combination of a
BSF and bandpass filter in one structure. The filter operating with a controllable
passband and stopband frequency is fabricated on Rogers 4350B lossy substrate.
Two SMD capacitors are loaded in the filter structure to control the passband
and stopband frequencies of the filter with a structure size of 20 mm x 20 mm.
Finally, the equivalent circuit from the BSF is modified further to encompass the
bandpass and bandstop frequency response of the proposed work.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Defected ground structures (DGS) are introduced in order to improve the performance of microstrip circuits and compo-
nents while minimizing the overall size of the design.1-4 In a DGS, defects are introduced in the ground plane to improve
the frequency response of the considered components . The geometry of this defect is selected such that it disturbs the
surface current in the ground plane and helps in achieving the desired electromagnetic effect. The miniaturization, selec-
tivity, bandwidth enhancement, and so on provided by the DGS has catapulted this as a key concept in the design of many
high frequency circuits and components such as filters, power dividers, antennas, antenna arrays, and so on5-8

The recent literature is replete with reports of DGS-based bandstop filters (BSFs) and their usage in near-field wireless
power transfer (WPT) systems.9-13 In essence, performance of DGS-based filter plays a crucial role in regulating the power
transfer efficiency of the WPT circuits and, therefore, there has been a great deal of research on this topic.14-17 It has been
established that the DGS filters used in the design of WPT systems can be simplified through equivalent circuit-based
analysis. The equivalent circuit models of such filters are relatively simple in nature and do not consider the effects of
the discontinuity present between the microstrip line and the defected ground plane. However, the report on the 𝜋- type
equivalent circuit to model the DGS which looks into this concern to some extent18 can be useful for the design of more
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performance centric near-field WPT systems. This concept,18 although very exciting, does not explore the use of external
capacitors often required in WPT systems in tuning the frequency.

Furthermore, DGS concepts have also been abundantly used in the design of bandpass filters (BPFs).19-24 These fil-
ters find wide range of applications in wireless systems.25 There are generally two methods which generate a bandpass
frequency response. One method is coupled resonators, which require two BSFs put back to back to generate a bandpass
frequency response.19-21 The second type is based around the use of a single DGS structure to get the bandpass frequency
response by creating a coupling gap in the microstrip feed line.22-24 Since, the structure of a filter should not take up too
much space on a device, having two filters to generate a bandpass frequency response is considered suboptimal and there-
fore the second method is considered more exciting.26-29 Once again, most of the reported equivalent circuit models fall
short of covering various losses associated with the DGS.

Two different DGS structures are, therefore, explored in this article to facilitate the analysis of DGS-based filters by
considering the apparent losses and discontinuity. The first is a triple-band DGS-based BSF using semi-H DGS which is
analyzed and validated using an equivalent circuit model. It improves on the existing 𝜋circuit model and proposes an
approach to accommodate multiple bands. The second design focuses on the design of a passband and stopband frequency
DGS filter using an H-shaped DGS with a coupling gap in the feed line. In both the cases, the presence of external SMD
capacitor provides control over the achievable resonant frequency, enables good narrowband response, and reduces the
size of the overall structure. Sections 2 and 3 are dedicated to the design and prototype validation of the multiband BSF.
Subsequently, the Sections 4 to 6 improve on the proposed BSF circuit model for use in the design and analysis of a
single-band BSF/BPF. Finally, Section 7 concludes the article.

2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

2.1 Design of triple-band filter

Three rectangular DGS resonators exhibiting bandstop characteristics are implemented in a cascaded fashion on a Rogers
4350B substrate, with the parameters 𝜖r=3.6, hsub=1.524 mm and hcopper=35 𝜇m,as shown in Figure 1 The top plane of
the DGS resonator consists of 50 Ωmicrostrip feed line of length LMSLandwidth WMSLasdepicted in Figure 2.

The defects in the ground plane are connected to an excitation slot g, which houses the external SMD capacitors. These
capacitors are loaded in the respective slots and along with the various sized defects combine to form bandstop responses
at 433, 700, and 915 MHz. Following six parameters define the overall size of the defects:

1) a and b = length and width of defect 1
2) c and d = length and width of defect 2
3) e and f = length and width of defect 3

A thorough simulation is carried out in CST Microwave Studio and the relevant design parameters to conduct the
simulation of the design of the BSF are given in Table 1. Furthermore, optimization of the structure is done to ensure
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Cap1 Cap2
Cap3

F I G U R E 1 Defected ground plane with three different sizes
representing three different frequencies

LMSL

WMSL

F I G U R E 2 Top plane with a 50 Ω microstrip line
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T A B L E 1 Parameters for DGS
bandstop design a b c d e f g

7.5 mm 5 mm 5.4 mm 3 mm 8.5 mm 7.3 mm 3.5 mm

L W LMSL WMSL Cap1 Cap2 Cap3

45 mm 15 mm 45 mm 3.2 mm 2.7 pF 8.2 pF 9 pF

F I G U R E 3 Surface current distribution: A, 433 MHz, B,
700 MHz, and C, 915 MHz

(A)

(B)

(C)

that the three cascaded sections largely work independently of each other and this can be observed in the surface current
distributions provided in Figure 3.

2.2 Multiband 𝝅-type equivalent circuit model

To validate the results of the tri-band DGS, a 𝜋-type circuit model is developed, using an earlier approach,18 as shown in
Figure 4. The inductor (L) and capacitor (C) combine to form the bandstop resonant frequency. A resistor (R) is introduced
as part of the LC tank to model the dielectric losses. The parallel resistor-capacitor (RpCp)tank models the fringing fields
at the discontinuity between the transmission line and DGS. Earlier work required all the ABCD parameters to obtain
the various parameters of the circuit model. In this work, the calculation of just two of the ABCD parameters expressed
in (2) to (3) are enough to get the required parameters. Moreover, the parameters of this equivalent circuit are calculated
using the following equations.

R = Real(Z11) L = 1
4∗𝜋2∗f 2∗CSMD

, (1)

A = [(1+S11)∗(1−S11)]+S2
21

2∗S21
, (2)

B = [(1+S11)∗(1+S11)]−S2
21

2∗S21
, (3)

Yb = A−1
B

Cp = Img(Yb)
2∗𝜋∗f

Rp = 1
Real(Yb)

. (4)
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F I G U R E 4 𝜋-type equivalent circuit model for one band of the proposed
BSF. BSF, bandstop filter

Input Parameters
1) Fresonant
2) SMD capacitor
3) S-Parameters

Use S-Parameters 
to extract ABCD 
parameters and Z
parameters

Use ABCD
Parameters to get

admittance Y b

Use admittance Yb
 to get R p and Cp

Use Z11 to calculate
resistance and 
SMD and f resonant
for inductance

Repeat for 
required 
frequency bands

Start
F I G U R E 5 Flow chart depicting the multistopband filter
design process

F I G U R E 6 Cascaded tri-band filter using 𝜋 type circuit model

The equivalent circuit is extended to a multiband model using the flowchart shown in Figure 5. In essence, the param-
eters of each resonant frequency are calculated in a loop. First, the S-Parameters are calculated from the EM simulation
whose parameters are provided in Table 1. Then these parameters are used to extract the ABCD parameters. This in turn
enable the calculation of all the parameters Y b,Cp,and Rp.The resistance and inductance come from the Z-parameters and
the resonant frequency found from the EM simulation.

The SMD capacitor and the resonant frequency aid in the calculation of the inductance The shape or size of the defect
determines the inductance and therefore this circuit model would work for any defect shape or size. The circuit model
is cascaded three times to accommodate the bandstop frequencies of 433, 700, and 915 MHz as shown in Figure 6. The
relevant calculated parameters for the tri-band BSF are provided in Table 2.
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T A B L E 2 Parameters for triple-band circuit model

R915 L915 C915 Rp915 Cp915

8400 Ω 11.2 nH 2.7 pF 294 Ω 0.55 pF

R700 L700 C700 Rp700 Cp700

2000 Ω 6.3 nH 8.2 pF 33 Ω 0.23 pF

R433 L433 C433 Rp433 Cp433

652 Ω 15 nH 9 pF 71 Ω 0.6 pF

3 MEASUREMENT AND RESULTS

To validate the EM and circuit simulation, a prototype of the tri-band BSF, shown in Figure 7, is fabricated. This
filter is connected by two ports and both these ports are connected to the defected ground and also to the 50
Ωmicrostrip line. The external SMD capacitors used and soldered on to the excitation slots of the semi-H shaped
DGS are:

• 2.7 pF-Murata GJM Series (GJM1555C1H2R7WB01D)
• 8.2 pF-Murata GJM Series (GJM1555C1H8R2WB01D)
• 9 pF-Walsin MLCC (0402N9R0C500CT)

The prototype is characterized using Keysight E5063A VNA over a frequency range of 400 MHz to 1 GHz. The mea-
sured S-parameter results along with the CST simulation as well as ADS simulation are plotted in Figure 8. There are
distinct three bandstop resonances apparent and all the three, namely, EM, circuit simulation and measurement results
are in very good agreement.

There appears slight shift in the resonance frequencies and this can be attributed to the presence of the external
SMD capacitors. These SMD capacitors although help in size reduction and are relatively easy to solder but suffer from
poor tolerances. In brief, the shift in resonant frequencies can be overcome by using lower tolerance capacitors. Another
solution is the tuning of the resonant frequency using a varactor diode. Furthermore, the rejection in the measured values
is different when compared with the EM and circuit simulation values due to the soldering and connector losses. There
are also radiation losses arising from the feedline being close to the edge of the PCB which can be resolved by designing
the feedline toward the center of the structure rather than at edge.

F I G U R E 7 A, Ground plane with defect, B, Top plane with
microstrip line

(A)

(B)
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(A)

(B)

F I G U R E 8 The S-parameters demonstrating a very good agreement
between the EM, circuit simulation and measurement for the return loss and
transmission: A, S11, B, S21

4 BANDPASS FILTER

The second filter explored is the commonly used H-shaped DGS having a bandpass and bandstop response. The H shaped
defect in the ground plane, shown here in Figure 9A, perturbs the 50 Ωmicrostrip transmission line to give rise to a
stopband frequency. Now, in order to introduce a bandpass frequency, a gap in the feed line is introduced as shown
in Figure 9B. Apparently there are two excitation slots which house two SMD capacitors. The first excitation slot is in
the ground plane, having a length of L2,that incorporates SMD capacitor Cap1responsible for controlling the bandstop
response. The other excitation slot, that is, the coupling gap, holds capacitor Cap2responsible for controlling the bandpass
response. A thorough EM simulation and optimization in CST is carried out and the resulting parameters needed to design
this filter at a stopband frequency of 0.77 GHz and passband frequency of 0.70 GHz are provided in Table 3.

L1

W1Cap1
W2

L3

L2

(A)

(B)

F I G U R E 9 A, Ground plane with H-shaped DGS, B, Top plane
with a 50 Ω feed line and a coupling gap. DGS, defected ground
structures

T A B L E 3 Parameters for EM simulation of filter

L1 L2 L3 W1 W2 W feed Cap1 Cap2 Gap

20 mm 9.5 mm 10 mm 20 mm 2 mm 3.5 mm 9 pF 3pF 0.5 mm
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F I G U R E 10 𝜋 type circuit model for bandpass/bandstop filter

T A B L E 4 Parameters for circuit design

LBSF RBSF CBSF Rp Cp CBPF LBPF

4.74 nH 2000 Ω 9 pF 348 Ω 0.65 3 pF 16.5 nH

Abbreviation: BSF, bandstop filter, BPF, bandpass filter.

5 NEW CIRCUIT MODEL

The equivalent inductance along with the coupling gap capacitance present in the microstrip feed line introduces a series
resonance and hence an additional frequency response to the circuit. This additional frequency is the passband. The
introduction of a series capacitor to the original circuit, shown in Figure 10, includes the modules responsible for the
series and parallel resonances. Similar to previous section on triple-band filter, the circuit parameters are extracted from
the EM simulation. The circuit model requires the value of LBSFwhich is calculated using (1). The bandpass and band-
stop frequencies are then extracted from the S-parameter simulations. Furthermore, the parallel RC combination used
to model the fringing effects remain as part of the circuit. The circuit parameters obtained using the expressions (5) and
(6)23 are provided in Table 3

LBPF = LBSF

1−
[

fBPF
fBSF

]2 . (5)

CBPF = 25.33
LBPF∗f 2

BPF
. (6)

Furthermore, the choice of the stopband and passband frequencies has to be in a manner such that
f BPF<f BSF.Anexample simulation is carried out in and the obtained relevant circuit parameters are provided in Table 4.

6 MEASURED RESULTS FOR THE NEW DGS

The BPF is fabricated on a Rogers 4350B substrate having 𝜖r=3.66, the height of 1.52 mm and a loss tangent of 0.0037.
The prototype in Figure 11 shows the top and the ground plane of the structure. In this case, a 9 pF external SMD
capacitor (Walsin MLCC 0402N9R0C500CT) is soldered onto the gap in the DGS and the 3 pF external SMD capacitor
(Murata GJM1555C1H3R0BB01D) is mounted in the coupling gap in the 50 Ωmicrostrip line. Two SMA connectors with
impedance 50 Ωarealso soldered and then measurement is performed using a Keysight N9926A handheld VNA over a
frequency range of 0.5 to 0.8 GHz.

The simulation results provided in Figure 12A clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed equivalent circuit
that models both the bandpass and bandstop behavior. The measured results given in Figure 12B shows the presence
of a sharp bandstop and bandpass response and thus validates the effectiveness of the proposed design. However, some
anomaly between the simulation and measurement can be seen considering that the proposed design is also prone to port
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(A)

(B)
F I G U R E 11 Fabricated H-shaped bandstop/bandpass filter,
A, Ground plane, B, Top plane

(A)

(B)
F I G U R E 12 A, EM and circuit simulation, B, measured result of
passband and stopband frequencies
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or connector losses, in-house fabrication, and soldering issues. Another factor which influences the shift in frequency
is the tolerance of the SMD. To avoid this, one can fabricate multiple prototypes until the desired frequency is achieved.
Another route that can be explored is using capacitors with extremely low tolerances or utilizing a varactor diode for
tuning the frequency.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The design and analysis of two DGS-based filters has been presented in this article. Both designs revisit and utilize
𝜋-circuit model and improves the earlier reported equivalent RLC only model. It has been shown that the external SMD
capacitors and the defect contribute to the LC tank which controls the resonant frequency. The improved𝜋model accounts
for the discontinuity present between the microstrip feed line and the defected ground plane. Both the designs are fab-
ricated on Rogers 4350B substrate and the measured results are in very good agreement with their respective EM and
circuit simulations and thus validate the proposed designs and analysis.

In future, this work can be further enhanced by utilizing printed or interdigital capacitors. This can remove the need
for SMD capacitors which have tolerance issues. Another area of focus would be to explore the designs of multiband filter
using DGS having both passband and stopband properties for miniaturized and compact size. This reduction in size can
be used for emerging wireless applications.
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